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ABSTRACT. Although Americans are extremely sensitive to American casualties, they seem to be remarkably insensitive to casualties suffered by foreigners including essentially uninvolved--that is, innocent--civilians.

Several conclusions emerge from an examination of all the cases in which American troops have been deployed on a non-advisory basis since 1941 in situations that were actually or potentially dangerous.

1. The public has not become newly isolationist after the Cold War; it about as accepting of involvement in foreign affairs as ever, but it does not have--and never has had--much stomach for losing American lives in ventures and arenas that are of little concern to it.

2. Peace-keeping need not become a "quagmire": if things go wrong, troops can be readily removed with little concern about saving face or about longer political consequences.

3. If they are not being killed, American troops can remain in peace-keeping ventures virtually indefinitely.

4. Low-valued ventures should be sold not with cosmic hype, but as international social work that can be shrugged off if it begins to go awry.

5. There is little or no long term political gain from successful military ventures.

6. The President does not necessarily need public support in advance to pull off a military venture.

Of all the enemies the United States has fought in its history, the enemy population most intensely hated was probably the Japanese in World War II. By contrast, there has been remarkably little animosity toward the Iraqi people. Nonetheless, this did not translate into much sympathy for civilian deaths during the Gulf War. And the public’s remarkable indifference to the massive death toll essentially caused by its government’s sanctions policy in the decade since the war suggests that any avowed concern for the lives of foreign civilians is at best an expression of unreflective smugness and at worst one of arrant hypocrisy.
In a 1988 poll, 86 percent of the American public said they held the "number of American lives that might be lost" to be a "very important" factor when considering whether to use American armed forces in hostilities. In the same survey, fully 79 percent said "the number of civilians that might be killed in the area of combat" should also be a "very important" consideration (Table 1).

This paper seeks to evaluate the reality of these results. It argues that the first adequately expresses how Americans have actually tended to react to policy decisions. The second, however, has proven in practice to be at best an expression of unreflective smugness and at worst one of arrant hypocrisy.

The perceived value of American lives

In a democracy, policy makers contemplating the deployment of troops into a situation that is, or might become, hostile, should sensibly evaluate three considerations insofar as they desire support for the action from the public. First, they must consider the value the public places in the venture, and they may try to use whatever persuasive skills they possess to enhance this value—that is, to sell the project to the public. Second, they must consider the likely costs of the venture, particularly in American battle deaths. And third, they must evaluate the potential for the political opposition to exploit the situation should battle deaths surpass those considered tolerable by the public.

Table 2 sets out a summary of such considerations for cases in which American troops have been deployed on a non-advisory basis since 1941 in situations that are actually or potentially dangerous.

World War II (1941)

By all accounts, the public readily embraced a declaration of war upon Japan in a rage after the attack on Pearl Harbor. And it was fully willing to enter hostilities with Germany when Adolf Hitler declared war on the United States a few days later. Since both countries were seen to be aggressors with the potential ultimately to threaten the United States directly, the perceived stakes were very high indeed. The United States had suffered some 51,971 battle deaths in its single year of fighting in World War I, so it was quite reasonable, of course, to anticipate that the massive two-front, multi-year war the country embarked upon in 1941 would be very costly—though it seems that no one actually sought to evaluate whether the war against Japan, in particular, was worth the potential costs or whether the Japanese threat might be handled in a manner that was less costly than direct warfare. Therefore any opportunity for a political opposition—at least as long as the war seemed to be going satisfactorily and as long as victory seemed to be the likely outcome—was modest at best.

1 For complete consideration, one might want to include as well those cases in which decision makers decided for various reasons not to send troops in such situations—such as Eisenhower to Indochina in 1954 or Kennedy to Laos in 1961 or Reagan (due to Congressional opposition) to El Salvador in the 1980s or Clinton to North Korea in 1994. Portions of this paper develop and expand considerations put forth in Mueller 1996 and Mueller 1997. For an approach that in several ways parallels the one applied in the first half of paper, see Larson 1996. See also Jentleson 1992.

2 As Gordon Prange observes: "The American people reeled with a mind-staggering mixture of surprise, awe, mystification, grief, humiliation, and, above, all cataclysmic fury" (1981, 582).

3 For an assessment of these issues, see Mueller 1995a, 103-10. Given the high perceived stakes of the war, it seems that the public might have tolerated just about any number of combat deaths to win it. At the end of the war, it was anticipated that there would be massive further losses in a final attack upon Japan (an attack that never came about, of course). The contemplation of these additional casualties does not seem to have sapped support for the war even after the losses that had already been sustained.

4 A comparison might be made with the election of 1864 (and, to a degree, with the Congressional election of 1862) during the Civil War when Lincoln's war leadership was substantially challenged only to be rescued by military successes in the fall. Of course, the North did not fear enemy occupation the way the United States did during World War II.
Nonetheless, there was some limited willingness to cut the war short that might have been exploited. This is perhaps suggested by the responses to the question, "If Hitler offered peace now to all countries on the basis of not going further but of leaving matters are they now are, would you favor or oppose such a peace?" In early 1944, when Hitler still held France, 20 percent endorsed the idea and later 15 percent did so (Cantril and Strunk 1951, 1077-78).

Korea (1950) and Vietnam (1965)

The two hot wars the United States waged during the Cold War enjoyed considerable initial public support largely because they appeared to be necessary, or at least acceptable, measures to counter military challenges put forward by the Communist world, challenges that could ultimately threaten the United States itself. At its beginning, it was reasonable to anticipate that the Korean war would cost at least thousands of U.S. lives, a figure that increased considerably when the Chinese entered the war at the end of 1950. Vietnam, it seemed at the start, would probably exact losses of something like the same magnitude as Korea.

As the costs of the wars escalated to those levels, however, their value declined. Increasingly, Korea seemed like a distant, frustrating mess and, once it became clear the Soviet Union would not directly intervene there, something of a distraction from the main area of global contest: Europe. The Cold War stakes in Vietnam also declined after U.S. troops were sent there to fight in large numbers. To the South, a coup in Indonesia in late 1965 firmly pulled that important country away from its pro-Communist tendencies; to the North, China became less directly threatening as it turned inward with its Cultural Revolution and as it increasingly focused its hostility toward the Soviet Union.

Accordingly, opportunities for opposition arose and were eagerly seized upon. In Korea, the Republicans, although supportive at the outset, were quick to criticize the indecisive and costly war (Larson 1996, 23). Eventually the political fortunes of its chief author, Harry Truman, so slumped that he declined even to run again in 1952, an election that was handily won by a Republican candidate who seemed to suggest he could settle the painful war. Policy in Vietnam and the prosecution of the war there were pilloried not only by critics from the Republican right, but, even more notably (if possibly counterproductively) by the Democratic left.

It is not clear that Truman considered this potential in the Korean case. In part this was because it was reasonable to anticipate, when the decision to enter the war was made, that the war there

---

5 For data, see Mueller 1973, ch. 3; Larson 1996. In 1972 reporter David Halberstam wondered how all those smart people in the White House could have become the "architects of a war which I and many others thought the worst tragedy to befall this country since the Civil War." After all, he pointed out, "They were intelligent men, rational men, and seemingly intelligent, rational men would have known the obvious, how unlikely was to work, and how dangerous it was to send combat troops, and that if we sent American units we would be following the French" (1972, 810-11). One reason, as it happens, is that almost all of the bright people in the White House agreed with the views Halberstam had expressed in 1965 about Vietnam: A "strategic country in a key area, it is perhaps one of only five or six nations in the world that is truly vital to U.S. interests." He, like they, opposed withdrawal because "those Vietnamese who committed themselves fully to the United States will suffer the most," because "the United States' prestige will be lowered throughout the world," and because "the pressure of Communism on the rest of Southeast Asia will intensify" and "throughout the world the enemies of the West will be encouraged to try insurgencies like the one in Vietnam" (Halberstam 1965, 315, 319; oddly, none of these passages are included in the 1988 reprint edition of the book). Or as reporter Neil Sheehan, another future critic of American policy in Vietnam, put it in 1964, "The fall of Southeast Asia to China or its denial to the West over the next decade because of the repercussions from an American defeat in Vietnam would amount to a strategic disaster of the first magnitude." Only the United States, he argued, could meet "the Chinese Communist challenge for hegemony in Asia."

6 Many Americans felt that they actually were in World War III: Larson 1996, 21.

7 On this issue, see Mueller 1989, 177-78.

would be over in a few months--the Chinese escalation did not seem to be in the cards. Thus, it probably seemed likely that it would not encroach upon the presidential elections of 1952. In deciding to enter the Vietnam War, however, Lyndon Johnson was presented not only with estimates of American casualties that proved to be quite accurate, but also with the tantalizing prospect that there was a 50/50 chance the war would essentially be won by the end of 1967 or early 1968--that is, comfortably before he would have to run for re-election (Mueller 1980; Mueller 1989, 175). However, he was also presented by his vice president, Hubert Humphrey, with warnings about the potential for a decline of public support should the war drag on (Humphrey 1976, 322-24)--warnings the politically alert Johnson probably scarcely needed.

**Lebanon (1958), Dominican Republic (1965)**

The forceful interventions into civil war conditions under Eisenhower in Lebanon in 1958 and under Johnson in the Dominican Republic in 1965 were justified under Cold War injunctions of stopping the advance of Communism, advances that were variously held to be under the patronage of Egypt’s Nasser in the former case, Cuba’s Castro in the latter.

Since Lebanon and the Dominican Republic were both small and peripheral players in the Cold War, it seems likely that tolerance for U.S. casualties in fighting there would have been quite low. Both ventures were substantially criticized at the time, particularly by liberal Democrats. Had U.S. troops encountered significant resistance, casualties could have quickly mounted to unacceptable levels, and this opposition would have been loosed.

**Lebanon (1983)**

In sending troops to help police the civil war situation in Lebanon, President Ronald Reagan declared that "in an age of nuclear challenge and economic interdependence, such conflicts are a threat to all the people of the world, not just to the Middle East itself" (1983, 1096). Peace in the area is of some importance to the United States, and there were minor connections to the Cold War perhaps. But it is unlikely that the public saw intervention there as being even as vital to national interest as had been the venture in 1958 or the one in the Dominican Republic in 1965.

Public opinion data on the episode are sparse, but they tend to suggest that the Lebanon venture was never very popular with the public, and there was plenty of political criticism (Larson 1996, 48; Burk 1999, 65). In the two or three days after 241 U.S. Marines were killed by a terrorist bomb there, the polls detected a sharp rise in the percentage calling for the sending in of more troops to avenge or deal with the tragedy, but this reaction dissipated within a few days. Meanwhile, the percentage advocating removal of the troops remained high and then grew considerably during the next weeks (Table 3).9

Despite his portentous sales pitch, Reagan decided a few months later to have the remainder of the troops " redeployed to the sea." Politically, this was a wise move on his part. Certainly, the public had no difficulty accepting the decision.

**Grenada (1983)**

Reagan’s invasion of Grenada (two days after the Marines were killed in Lebanon) had more Cold War implications since he could plausibly argue that the tiny island was becoming a Communist satellite. Some alarms were raised that an air strip being built there by Cubans could be used as a base against the United States or against other U.S. interests in the area, especially the Panama Canal. Concern was also voiced about the safety of some 1000 American medical students on the island, and this was used as a justification for the attack.

The venture was a success in that it deposed a regime that might indeed have been rather

---

9 As Larson aptly points out, because the venture was already substantially unpopular, there was not much room for support to drop further (1992, 48n),
vicious--to its own people if not to international stability (see Valenta 1984)--and in that it was accomplished at a very small loss of American life. However, the venture was hugely (and predictably) controversial, and, had casualties been much higher, it seems exceedingly likely the Democrats would have made a great deal of political hay out of it (see Moynihan 1990).

And it was by no means clear that the American costs would necessarily be low: the potential for unacceptable casualties was certainly there. In the war’s aftermath, William Safire characterized the operation as "the quick crushing of a lightly armed gang of thugs by a huge task force" (1984). But the Soviets and Cubans had armed the "thugs" with enough firepower to equip a 10,000-man army. Moreover there were over 700 Cubans on the island, some 150 to 200 of them seasoned soldiers (Valenta 1984, 14, 22), who were ordered by Castro not to surrender to American forces (Gonzalez and Ronfeldt 1986, 6). Had they launched a persistent guerrilla defense and generated a certain amount of popular support, they could have inflicted substantial casualties on the clumsy invaders who often displayed considerable incompetence.10

Panama (1989)

Justification for the U.S. invasion of Manuel Noreiga’s Panama was pretty minimal. There was something about drugs (on which the administration was actively warring at the time), and invader George Bush clearly was piqued at some of the Panamanian dictator’s insolent behavior toward the United States and toward Americans in the area. Concern about the famous Canal might have made some sense if proof could have been offered that Noreiga had ever threatened that piece of real estate (due to be turned over to Panama in a decade anyway).

The public clearly bought the invasion: Bush’s approval ratings rallied upward for a month or so (Mueller 1994, 179) and there seems to have been support for his notion that Americans were in some danger there (Larson 1996, 41). But significant American casualties would surely have caused this support to decline (Larson 1996, 42-43)—fortunately for Bush, Noreiga quickly capitulated. And even more surely, U.S. casualties would have been used by outraged Democrats to attack Bush as an irresponsible and dangerous leader (again, see Moynihan 1990).

Gulf War (1991)

To the public, the stakes in countering Saddam Hussein’s invasion of Kuwait appear to have been considerable, but they were by no means as great as those in Vietnam or Korea. There was strong agreement among elites and (partly in consequence) the public that the invasion of Kuwait must be reversed. But there was also a deep split about whether war—as opposed to continued sanctions—should be used to dislodge Iraq (see Mueller 1994, chs. 2-3).

Bush, of course, was determined to give war a chance. Poll data suggest that the American public might have tolerated 1000-2000 American battle deaths to accomplish this task (Tables 4, 5; see also Larson 1996, 35-39). This is far lower, of course, than the costs borne in Korea or Vietnam. Beyond this level, not only would support likely have slackened very substantially, but the war-opposing Democrats would have been launched into massive protest against the war. They were fully poised to do so, and they would surely point out in the process that they had had a nonviolent plan to accomplish the objectives Bush was now so rashly and irresponsibly pursuing at high cost in American lives.11

10 As Norman Schwarzkopf catalogues it, "an abysmal lack of accurate intelligence, major deficiencies in communications, flareups of interservice rivalry, interference by higher headquarters in battlefield decisions, our alienation of the press, and more" (1992, 258)

11 A significant antiwar protest movement was rising before the war, but it was hampered by timing: the key decisions were made by Congress and the President during and shortly after the winter holiday break when college students—the core of a likely protest—are widely dispersed and distracted. By the time the antiwar movement had began to be mobilized on a massive basis in mid-January 1991, Bush had started the war and it was clearly going extremely well (on this issue, see Mueller 1994, 58-60).
Bush and his commanders seem to have been fully aware of this potential. Bush kept his war desires secret until after the November 1990 elections. And in planning the war, casualty estimates were carefully made. House Armed Services Committee Chairman Les Aspin, a Democrat who supported war, announced before the war that the military was anticipating some 500-1000 battle deaths (Schmitt 1991; Moore 1991). Moreover, Bush got his commanders explicitly to agree that U.S. casualties would be no higher than the equivalent of "three companies per Coalition brigade," or about 9,000—a number which would suggest a maximum of some 2000 battle deaths (Department of Defense 1992, 70; Cushman 1992).

Gulf area (1991)

The value of containing, disarming, and inconveniencing Iraq and of seeking Saddam Hussein’s overthrow in the wake of the Gulf War probably also ranks fairly high with the American public. The policy has been carried out for a decade by presidents of both parties and, despite the massive loss of life it appears to have caused in Iraq (to be discussed more fully below), it has generated remarkably little dissent from either party. Both administrations, however, have been careful to deploy troops and air attacks in a manner that guarantees that American casualties will be kept very low (an approach which also minimizes the chances than an American could be taken hostage by the Iraqis) even though this often means ordering that bombs be dropped from such great heights that they are far more likely to miss their intended targets.

Given the demonlike persona that Saddam Hussein presents with such consistency and alacrity, given the political potency of fears he might develop so-called weapons of mass destruction, and given the wider interests the United States has in the area, it is likely that there would be substantial support for an invasion of Iraq designed to take him and his regime out. It seems reasonable to suggest that the loss of even a hundred or more Americans in such a venture—the costs of the Gulf War itself—might be acceptable to the public. As in the Gulf War, however, losses much larger might well trigger a considerable political backlash against the attacking administration.

Generating the political support for such a war would likely be very difficult, however, because there seems to be considerable contentment with a policy that essentially keeps the annoying Saddam prisoner in his own country while harassing him occasionally with bombing (and devastating his civilian population with sanctions). Support for an invasion to dislodge Saddam would most likely soar if Saddam were to bomb, attack, or threaten to attack one of his neighbors—that is, to commit or threaten aggression once again. This is something he probably understands and appreciates quite well.

It is possible that Iraq may eventually be able to capture one or more American soldiers and hold them hostage. This could be dangerous for the regime since it could help generate the public support necessary to initiate an invasion. After the Somali firefight of 1993, the Somalis held one American soldier prisoner. Although there was a great demand to withdraw, several polls show that this demand was substantially contingent on recovering the prisoner first. Relatedly, although

---

12 Although it is often maintained that in the Gulf, unlike Vietnam, the military commanders were left free to fight the war as they saw fit, this restriction on casualties is far more severe than anything in Vietnam. Moreover, as in Vietnam, there were substantial limitations on bombing. To avoid a situation that could lead to war prematurely, no reconnaissance aircraft were flown over Iraq or occupied Kuwait before the war. During the war, bombing was carried out to minimize civilian casualties (as in Vietnam), and targets like mosques and monuments to Saddam Hussein were to be avoided. Then, after the bombing of a shelter in Baghdad, "politically-motivated controls reduced the number of targets to the barest handful," as Eliot Cohen observes (1994, 121). Moreover, planes the Iraqis flew to sanctuary in Iran were not to be hit because the politicians were concerned such strikes might outrage the Iranians. And, because of Washington's fear that Scud missile attacks on Israel might bring that country into the war, tremendous resources were diverted to knocking out Iraq's missiles—a political restriction that makes little military sense because the Scuds were militarily insignificant as Schwarzkopf forcefully points out (1992, 417). On this issue, see Mueller 1995b, 81.

American decision makers apparently thought differently at the time, it seems clear from poll results that if Iraq had attacked American troops in Saudi Arabia where they were placed in 1990 as a deterrent after its invasion of Kuwait, something of a Pearl Harbor syndrome would likely have been activated: Hussein would have been seen as an aggressor whose appetite knew no bounds and must be confronted immediately. Moreover, if Hussein had killed some of the American civilian hostages he held for several months in 1990, this would have formed a major reason to go to war (for data and a discussion, see Mueller 1994, 123, 249). Thus, he would be well advised not to hold Americans hostage.

**Somalia (1992)**

The stakes in the 1992-1994 venture into a civil war situation in Somalia were purely humanitarian. There seems to have been considerable support for the effort when Bush put it into effect in late 1992 (cautiously waiting, however, until after the presidential election). But it seems clear that the 1993 Clinton policy of nation building, much criticized by Republicans as unwise “mission creep,” was dampening support for the venture even before 18 Americans were killed in a firefight on the night of October 3-4, 1993 (Larson 1996; Strobel 1997, 166-83; Burk 1999, 66-67; Klarevas 2000). After that, support for the venture, already substantially reduced, it seems, to its hard core supporters, dropped even further, and criticism became rampant. Clinton judiciously retreated. To save a bit of face, however, he let the troops stay on for six months, but only after making sure that no more were killed in combat situations.

In its way and in its day, the international mission to Somalia in 1992-93 helped to bring a degree of order to a deadly situation that was causing a famine reportedly killing at its peak thousands of people per day. Never before perhaps has so much been done for so many at such little cost. Yet, American policy there has been labelled a "failure" in large part because a few Americans were killed in the process. In essence, when Americans asked themselves how many American lives peace in Somalia was worth, the answer came out rather close to zero (see Table 6; Dole 1995, 41).

**Haiti (1994)**

In moving toward an invasion to set things right in Haiti in 1994, President Bill Clinton chose to echo Bush’s earlier amazing hyperbole about the anti-democratic coup that had taken place there in 1991—that it posed "an unusual and extraordinary threat to the national security, foreign policy and economy of the United States" (Washington Post, 16 September 1994, p. A31). The Haiti issue was probably of somewhat more national interest concern than Somalia not because it threatened to shake the security or economy of the United States, but because of a politically inconvenient flow of desperate refugees from Haiti to the United States, a flow that had been substantially caused by the economic sanctions Bush had slapped on Haiti at the time of the coup.

Beyond a bit of concern about this refugee issue, the American public never quite seemed to grasp the urgency of the Haiti problem, and the policy never seems to have generated much support (Strobel 1997, 184-89; Klarevas 1999). The Bush-Clinton hyperbole seems to have had no resonance,

---

14 The mission generally began well but then went awry when one helicopter crashed. See Atkinson 1994, DeLong and Tuckey 1994, Bowden 1999. The popularly-accepted notion that the debacle in Somalia was importantly caused by the UN (Dole 1995, 37) is not only wrong, but grotesque: see Gordon and Friedman 1993.

15 New York Times columnist William Safire has blandly observed of the venture that "the saving of hundreds of thousands of lives is no small thing" (1993). What, one might wonder, would he consider to be a large thing? According to American Secretary of State Warren Christopher, the lowest estimate of the number of lives saved is 110,000 (MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour, 2 March 1995). The economic cost of the international mission has been put at $2 billion.

16 On the other hand, this is not such an unusual position for humanitarian ventures. If Red Cross or other workers are killed when carrying out humanitarian missions, their organizations frequently threaten to withdraw no matter how much good they may be doing. Essentially what they are saying, then, is that the saving of lives is not worth the deaths of even a few rescuers.
and people, insofar as they paid any attention at all, probably dismissed it as nonsense and an insult to their intelligence. Had there been any notable loss of American life in the attempt to police Haiti the Republicans would surely have gone ballistic, and they would have found a receptive audience (Table 7).


In part because they occurred in Europe, which had essentially been free of civil war for 40 years, the various violent conflicts entailed in the breakup of Yugoslavia garnered a great deal of press attention during the 1990s, much of it from journalists who were actively and passionately advocating intervention. But throughout, Americans paid very little attention to the issue—for the most part, attention rose only when decisions were being made to send in policing troops in 1995 and 1999 and when an American pilot, Scott O'Grady, was shot down in hostile territory in 1995 and made a dramatic escape (Sobel 1996, 162; Sobel 1998, 258-59; Larson forthcoming). Moreover, the public proved, despite continual media pleas to the contrary, entirely capable of containing its enthusiasm for sending troops to police the situation. So much for the vaunted "CNN effect."  

Objectively, it seems reasonable to suggest that because they occurred in Europe, an area of considerable economic and historical importance to the United States, these wars were at least of more concern to American interests than was Somalia. But to the public, the difference does not seem to have been very great.

In an attempt to generate support for dispatching policing troops at the end of 1995, Clinton argued that "If war reignites in Bosnia, it could spark a much wider conflagration. In 1914, a gunshot in Sarajevo launched the first of two world wars"—a historical parallel that is wildly overdrawn as numerous commentators have pointed out (for example, Mandelbaum 1996, 25). He also argued that the whole future of Europe was at stake: "Europe will not come together with a brutal conflict raging at its heart." And he argued that NATO and American world leadership was at stake: "We would also weaken NATO...and jeopardize U.S. leadership in Europe."

But poll data demonstrate that he was never able to increase the numbers of Americans who saw wisdom or value in sending U.S. policing troops to Bosnia even though it was expected that there would be few casualties (Sobel 1996; Sobel 1998; Larson forthcoming). And when it was suggested that American soldiers might die, support plummeted (Table 8). In fact, six months or a year after troops had been sent to Bosnia, support for the venture had still not risen (though there may have been some decline in strong disapproval), this despite the fact that the mission was completely successful in that the Bosnians had stopped killing each other (even if they hadn’t come to love each other) and, most importantly, in that no Americans had been killed (Table 9). Needless to say, the Republicans, who generally opposed sending American troops, remain poised to exploit any measures which result in American deaths there.

Conclusions and observations

Several policy relevant conclusions and extrapolations emerge from this survey.

1. The public has not become newly isolationist after the Cold War. Trend data on various questions about internationalism and isolationism are given in Figure 1. There was some rise in isolationism after Vietnam in the mid-1970s, and perhaps it is now a bit higher than then. But, for the

---

17 Bennett 1995, 195-96, 236-37; Brock 1993-94. As Clinton put it in 1995, "the TV reporters are doing their damnedest to get me to enter a war" (Morris 1999, 165).


19 Another questionable argument. After spending a half year in 1994 in a sympathetic Slav country, Slovakia, a few hours' drive from Bosnia, it seems clear to me that for most Europeans, the war was largely a tragic sideshow. Rather than the "heart" of Europe, they may be more inclined to see it at its armpit. A character in a recent Serbian film, "Cabaret Balkan," dismisses the area as Europe's "asshole."
most part, any increases have been fairly modest (see also Kull 1995-96).

With respect to foreign interventions, the public seems to apply a fairly reasonable cost-benefit calculus. A substantial loss of American lives may have been tolerable if the enemy was international Communism or the country that had attacked Pearl Harbor, but risking lives for a goal as ungraspable and vaporous as policing a small, distant, unthreatening, and seemingly perennially-troubled place like Somalia or Bosnia has proved difficult to manage. It seems clear that policing efforts will be tolerable only as long as the costs in lives for the policing forces remain extremely low.20

This reluctance to intervene, however, should not be seen as some sort of new isolationist impulse. Americans were willing, at least at the outset, to send troops to die in Korea and Vietnam, but that was because they subscribed to the containment notion holding Communism to be a genuine threat to the United States that needed to be stopped wherever it was advancing. Polls from the time make it clear they had little interest in losing American lives simply to help out the South Koreans or South Vietnamese (Mueller 1973, 44, 48-49, 58, 100-1). Thus it seems that the public is about as accepting of involvement in foreign affairs as ever, but it does not have—and never has had—much stomach for losing American lives in ventures and arenas that are of little concern to it.

It is unlikely that this perspective is unique to the United States. After Spanish troops had suffered some 17 deaths in the Bosnian war, their government indicated that this was enough for them, and they withdrew from further confrontation, something that greatly encouraged the Croat gangs they had been dealing with (Hedges 1997). Similarly, Belgium abruptly withdrew from Rwanda—and, to save face, urged others to do so as well—when ten of its policing troops were very deliberately massacred and mutilated early in the genocide (Des Forges 1999, 618-20; Gourevitch 114, 149-50). It seems clear that policing efforts will be politically tolerable only as long as the costs in lives for the policing forces remain extremely low—and perhaps not even then.

2. Peace-keeping need not become a "quagmire". If things go wrong in low-valued ventures, such as those rated 1 and 2, and possibly 3 in Table 2, troops can be readily removed with little concern about saving face or about longer political consequences. The public has shown a willingness to abandon an overextended or untenable position after excessive American lives have been lost without particularly blaming the administration that sent them in.

Although Reagan had declared the conflict in Lebanon to be "a threat to all the people of the world," the public had no difficulty rising above this overblown sales pitch and accepting Reagan’s later decision to withdraw the Marines after 241 of them had been killed by a terrorist bomb. As Table 10 suggests, after the fact Americans said that they considered Reagan's expedition to Lebanon to have been a failure; however, many felt, with reasonable nuance, that it had been "a good idea at the time," and it seems to have had no negative electoral consequence for the president. Similarly, the deaths of 18 U.S. soldiers in Somalia in 1993 further stimulated a demand for withdrawal, not calls to revenge the humiliation. And by the time the 1996 election rolled around, the public had substantially forgotten about it. Thus, unlike the problems with Japan in 1941 or Iraq in 1990, the situations in Lebanon and Somalia did not present much of a wider threat to American interests, and the public was quite willing to support measures to cut losses and leave.

The lessons of Korea and Vietnam suggest that there can be electoral consequences if casualties are allowed to rise very substantially. But, if a venture is seen to be of little importance, a President can, precisely because of that, cut and run without fear of inordinate electoral costs.21 Thus, the

20 For the remarkable conclusion, based on a single poll question, that Americans might be willing, on average, to sacrifice 6,861 American military deaths in order to stabilize a democratic government in Congo, see Feaver and Gelpi 1999.

21 To a degree, this might apply even to a much more highly valued venture for which support has declined like the one in Vietnam. It is most remarkable that the utter collapse of the American position in Vietnam in 1975 mainly inspired impotent handwringing at a distance and hasty evacuation on the scene. As noted earlier, the perceived foreign policy value of maintaining the American position in Vietnam had been declining for years, and,
situation does not have to become a quagmire.

3. If they are not being killed, American troops can remain in peace-keeping ventures virtually indefinitely. Although there is an overwhelming political demand that casualties be extremely low in peace-keeping ventures, there seems to be little problem about keeping occupying forces in place in ventures deemed of little importance as long as they are not being killed. After the Somalia fiasco, the Americans stayed on for several months and, since none were being killed, little attention was paid or concern voiced.²² Similarly, although there was little public or political support for sending U.S. troops to Haiti, there has been almost no protest about keeping them there since none have been killed--in fact, when the last of them were withdrawn in March 1996 the story was given eleven inches in a lower corner of page 14 of the New York Times (Mitchell 1996).

At the end of 1995, Clinton told a skeptical American public that the policing troops being sent to Bosnia would only be there for a year. Although many Americans have since come to see Clinton as a liar, this is not the instance of deception upon which they base that conclusion, and there was little protest, or even much notice, that the troops were still there as the nation entered a new millennium; in fact, support for maintaining troops in Bosnia had gone up a bit (Table 9). And Americans tolerated--indeed, hardly noticed--the stationing of hundreds of thousands of U.S. troops in Europe, Japan, and South Korea for decades on end. If they are not being killed, it scarcely matters whether the troops are in Macedonia (where 500 remain nearly a decade after they were placed there by the Bush administration) or in Kansas.

Therefore it is not important to have an "exit strategy," a "closed-end commitment," or "a time-certain for withdrawal" except for selling an interventionist policy in the first place. On the other hand, if American troops start being killed in low-valued ventures, there will be demands to get them out whatever "time-certain" for withdrawal had previously been arranged. That is, despite calls for knowing in advance what the endgame will be (see Powell 1992/93, Sciolino 1993), the only "exit strategy" required is a tactical arrangement to yank the troops abruptly and painlessly from the scene if things go awry.

4. Low-valued ventures should be sold not with cosmic hype, but as international social work that can be shrugged off if it begins to go awry. Michael Mandelbaum has suggested that the Clinton administration seems to have been trying "to turn American foreign policy into a branch of social work" (1996, 18). As it happens, most of the knotty international problems that occupy the headlines are of remarkably little concern to the United States if one applies commonly-accepted standards of what constitutes the national interest--and the public seems to be applying exactly those standards. The problems are, in fact, mainly humanitarian in nature.

But, international social work is not necessarily therefore a non-starter. There is, after all, adequate support for domestic social work. If the town drunk seems to want to reform, most people from humanitarian concerns alone would be willing to have the society spend time and some of their tax or charity money--though certainly not any lives--to help him along. If, despite society's best efforts, the drunk again succumbs to the bottle, the venture will be seen as a waste, perhaps, but still as a worthy effort, a good try.

²² Somewhat similarly, protests against U.S. policy in Vietnam died down after 1968 when tactics were changed to minimize American casualties. Protest was re- invigorated in 1970, however, by the invasion of Cambodia which, judging from Nixon's rhetoric of the time, seemed to promise a re-escalation of the conflict.
International social work might best be sold in the same manner. Presidential advisor Dick Morris says that "the best way to sell foreign involvement to Americans is not through appeals to nationalism or economic self-interest but to look instead at human right and values" (1999, 165). He may be right in part, but there should also be a limit to the commitment. Thus a sales pitch on Bosnia might have run as follows:

Look, the folks in Yugoslavia, under the influence of a bunch of murderous drunken thugs and bone-headed politicians, have gotten themselves into a mess they can't get out of and a lot of innocent people are being killed and brutalized in the process. They seem now finally to be exhausted and are looking for a way out of their self-dug pit. It looks like we can help with some support and police work—something that will cost a manageable amount of money and, we anticipate, few, if any, lives. If, despite our best efforts, it turns out that the Yugoslavs still really do want to run around murdering each other, then we’re out of there. It will have been a good try, but we are not miracle workers and there are a lot of other matters to attend to.

There are dangers to such a way of putting policy. Local fighters would know from such a perspective that if they manage to kill only a small number of the peace-keepers that the peace-keepers will withdraw. But they probably know that anyway. Moreover, the peace-keepers will be withdrawn if casualties mount; effectively, that is the policy whatever the rhetoric.

5. There is little or no long term political gain from successful military ventures. When American troops are sent abroad into dangerous situations, there is usually a "rally round the flag" effect: the commander-in-chief’s approval ratings rise abruptly (Mueller 1973, 208-13). But it is important to note that this phenomenon tends to be fleeting. On international affairs, Americans (and probably others as well) suffer from a collective attention deficit disorder. People tend to be concerned primarily by domestic matters. Their attention can be diverted by major threats or by explicit, specific, and dramatic dangers to American lives, but once these issues fade, people turn to focus again on domestic concerns with considerable alacrity—rather like "the snapping back of a strained elastic," as Gabriel Almond once put it (1960, 76). And as part of that phenomenon they do not seem to be very interested in rewarding—or even remembering—foreign policy success.

Some of the ventures listed in Table 2 were held to be failures--Korea, Vietnam, Lebanon (1983), and Somalia. The first two, because they lingered painfully, hurt the electoral prospects of those who had instituted them. The latter two, because they were low-valued ventures and because the people in charge cut their losses and got out, did not, as noted above.

The rest have been held to be successes, but it would be difficult to argue that they brought electoral gain to their instigators. If George Bush found little lasting electoral advantage in a large dramatic victory like the Gulf War (or, earlier, for the successful Panama intervention), lesser accomplishments seem likely to be have been at least as unrewarding. Nobody gave Eisenhower much credit for Lebanon (1958), Johnson for the Dominican Republic, Reagan for Grenada, or Clinton for Bosnia. Even Truman, who presided over the massive triumph in World War II, saw his approval plummet to impressive lows within months because of domestic concerns.

---

23 For a development of this perspective, see Mueller 1999.

24 In 1999, Clinton was pilloried for indicating that ground troops would not be sent into Kosovo unless the environment was "permissive." However reassuring this policy declaration may have been to marauding Serb forces, it also happened to reflect actual politically feasible policy. To indicate otherwise would have been at best an empty bluff (the NATO bluff about bombing had already been called) and at worst a lie. Clinton seems to get into trouble both when he lies and when he tells the truth. Time to move on, perhaps.

25 Morris argues that "if foreign policy is misplayed, it can hurt an incumbent's image faster than can domestic errors" (1999, 164). The tarnishing of the image may be fast, but it need not be debilitating in the longer term.

26 Nor did Woodrow Wilson or his party derive long term benefit from victory in World War I. There may be
At the time of the Kosovo bombings of 1999, press accounts argued that the presidential ambitions and political future of Clinton's vice president, Al Gore, hung in the balance and that the outcome would "make or unmake Clinton's much-discussed legacy" (Kettle 1999; Zelnick 1999; Page 1999; Balz and Neal 1999). From the standpoint of public opinion, the Kosovo venture seems to have been a success, but when he launched his campaign for presidency a few months later, Gore scarcely thought it important or memorable enough to bring up.

Conceivably, a successful venture will help if it comes close enough to the next election—Bush might have benefitted, perhaps, if he had been able to stage the Gulf War so that it wrapped up within a few days or weeks of the election. But none of the cases examined in Table 2 allow this possibility to be tested.27

6. The President does not necessarily need public support in advance to pull off a military venture. In 1984, a year after Grenada, Reagan's Secretary of Defense, Casper Weinberger, promulgated his now famous "six major tests" that should be passed before U.S. combat troops are sent abroad: (1) The engagement should be "deemed vital" to the national interest; (2) it should be done "wholeheartedly and with the clear intention of winning"; (3) there should be "clearly defined political and military objectives" and a precise knowledge of how they can be accomplished; (4) the relationship between objectives and forces must be "continually reassessed"; (5) Congress and public opinion must support the action; and (6) combat should be a last resort (Weinberger 1984).28

When some of the military interventions on Table 2 were initiated they pretty clearly passed the fifth of these tests, that they be supported by Congress and public opinion. Among these are World War II, Korea, Vietnam, Panama, and Somalia. Others fail that test quite noticeably since they were entered into by presidents when the public and Congress were clearly deeply divided. Among these were Lebanon 1983, a failure, and the successes of Lebanon 1958, Haiti, Bosnia, Kosovo, and the Gulf War. Yet, this division of initial support seems to have little long term relevance to the venture or support for it. In the case of the successful ventures, the opposition simply dissolved and went on to other issues; in the case of the failure, the instigator judiciously cut his losses and abandoned the mission, and there were no notable negative ramifications.

some partial exceptions to this pattern. Franklin Roosevelt obviously gained politically from World War II when he ran as war leader in 1944, but it doesn't follow that he would have gained from it after it was over any more than Truman did. Eisenhower benefitted from the Korean War, but that was not because he had instituted it. Rather, his achievement was in apparently bringing it to an end within six months of his inauguration in 1953, something that may well have been the most significant achievement turned in by any postwar president: it was still remembered as a great accomplishment seven years later when Eisenhower was leaving office, and in the 1968 election, a full 15 years after the event, the Republicans found it useful to remind voters of the achievement to entice them to vote for their candidate who had been Vice President under Eisenhower and who was promising to do something similar with the then-current, and most painful, war in Vietnam (Mueller 1973, 234). On the other hand, had Eisenhower not been able to resolve the Korean War, it might have become his war, rather like Vietnam became Nixon's. A good case for an exception seems to be the War of 1812. The Republicans had instituted the war and were hurt politically by its unpopularity. However, after it was over, they were able to gain by characterizing the war-opposing Federalists as traitors (see Mueller 1994, 108-11). Something similar might apply to the Civil War. The successful Falklands War of 1982 may have helped British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher in the elections of 1983, but the effect is confounded by the fact that the economy was improving impressively at the same time: see Norpoth 1987a, 1987b.

27 It is possible that the failed military venture to rescue the hostages in Iran in the spring of 1980 hurt Jimmy Carter's prospects in the November elections, or that a success would have substantially improved them. The election, however, was wrapped up with other considerations as well, especially economic ones. A case of beneficial timing may be taking place in the current presidential election in Russia where the popular invasion of Chechnya seems to be boosting Putin's election prospects even higher than they might otherwise have been.

28 Except for the impossible demand that it be known precisely how the objective is going to be accomplished, the 1965 Vietnam decisions would, with only minor quibbles, pass all of Weinberger's tests, whereas his Grenada caper would fail most of them.
The perceived value of foreign lives

Although Americans are extremely sensitive to American casualties, they seem to be remarkably insensitive to the deaths of foreigners including essentially uninvolved--that is, innocent--civilians. Morris argues that "it is only through a focus on the abuse of people--particularly children--that the American people are willing to rise above their essentially isolationist prejudices" (1999, 165-66), an observation, the record suggests, that is probably pretty close to being sanctimonious nonsense.

The Japanese and the Germans in World War II

Of all the enemies the United States has fought in its history, the enemy population most intensely hated was probably the Japanese in World War II. Many saw Japanese civilization as one huge war machine directed against the United States, and the fact that Japan had begun the war with a "sneak attack" enraged Americans while the brutalities visited upon American prisoners of war on Bataan and elsewhere by the Japanese intensified this contempt (Falk 1962). Asked what should be done with the Japanese after the war, 10 to 15 percent of Americans in various polls conducted during the war suggested extermination. After the war was over, 23 percent said they regretted that many more atomic bombs had not "quickly" been used on Japan before it "had a chance to surrender" (see Mueller 1973, 172-73; see also Dower 1986).

Perhaps because the Germans were European, perhaps because they had declared war before waging it, perhaps because they treated American POWs better, and perhaps because they had, in Hitler and the Nazis, a demonic leadership that was easier to focus on, attitudes toward the German people during the war were somewhat less hostile than toward the Japanese. After the German death camps were discovered in the aftermath of the war, however, the differences narrowed (Table 11)

The Koreans and the Vietnamese

Attitudes toward the enemy peoples in the Korean and Vietnam wars were probably not nearly as intensely negative as in World War II, but those peoples appear nonetheless to have been seen as cogs in a large and rather undifferentiated war machine. Consequently, the arguments of antiwar activists during Vietnam that the bombing was causing the deaths of "innocent civilians" in the North generally fell on deaf ears. The arguments would probably have been far more effective if the protesters had pointed out that the bombing was unnecessarily killing American airmen (Mueller 1984, 154).

As noted earlier, American sympathies with the plight of the South Korean and South Vietnamese people, who the wars were waged in part to defend, was also quite limited.

The Iraqis during the Gulf War

The Gulf War furnishes an illuminating extreme example, particularly in comparison with the Japanese case. As Table 12 suggests, there was remarkably little animosity toward the Iraqi people: responding to a question with extreme wording, 60 percent of the American public held the Iraqi people to be innocent of any blame for their leader’s policies.

However, this did not translate into a great deal of sympathy among the American public for civilian casualties. During the Gulf War, one reporter observed that "You can be certain that if saturation bombing of the Iraqi capital becomes an American tactic, stomach-churning footage of bombed-out schools and hospitals will find their way on to American screens" (Taylor 1992, 11). But, as Table 13 indicates, the extensive pictures and publicity about the civilian casualties resulting from an attack on a Baghdad bomb shelter on February 13, 1991, had no impact on this attitude (see also Mueller 1994, 79). Moreover, the immunity the American public showed to the images of the "highway of death" and to reports at the end of the war that 100,000 Iraqis had died in the war29

29 This figure is almost certainly much too high, probably by a factor of more than 10: see Mueller 1995b.
scarcely dampened the enthusiasm of the various "victory" and "welcome home" parades and celebrations.

The Somalis

At least 300 Somalis died in the 1993 firefight that killed 18 Americans.30 Much concern was voiced by Americans over the latter figure, none whatever over the former. And, as noted earlier, the notion that it was worth even a small number of American lives to save the lives of hundreds of thousands of innocent Somalis was firmly rejected.

The Iraqis after the Gulf War

Numerous reports by agencies of the United Nations, the International Red Cross, and visiting journalists and medical workers have been devoted to the consequences to Iraqi civilians and civilian society of the sanctions that were put in place in 1990 and have been continued ever since (with some limited mellowing in the last few years). Iraq seems to have been peculiarly vulnerable to the sanctions because so much of its economy was dependent on the export of oil and because the effects of sanctions have been enhanced by the destruction during the Gulf War of much of Iraq's rather advanced infrastructure.31

The impact appears to have been devastating. A 1999 UN report stresses that "the gravity of the humanitarian situation of the Iraqi people is indisputable and cannot be overstated": the country has experienced "a shift from relative affluence to massive poverty" (UN 1999, paras. 43, 49). No one knows with any sort of precision how many Iraqi civilians have died, but various agencies of the United Nations, which is in overall charge of the sanctions on Iraq, have estimated that the sanctions have contributed to the deaths of hundreds of thousands of people there. By 1998, the percentage of Iraqi children who die in their first year had reportedly risen to 12 percent from the 3.7 percent rate that prevailed before the Gulf War with an excess of some 40,000 children under the age of 5 dying each year. Excess deaths for those over the age of 5 have been estimated to be about 50,000 per year. These additional deaths are attributed to inadequate food and medical supplies (between 1990 and 1996 pharmaceuticals were allowed in at only 10 percent of 1989 levels) as well as breakdowns in sewage and sanitation systems and in the electrical power systems needed to run them--systems destroyed by bombing in the Gulf War that have often gone unrepaired due to sanctions-enhanced shortages of money, equipment, and spare parts.32 It was not until 1998--nearly eight years after sanctions

30 At the time, Somali leaders put their losses at 312 killed (Atkinson 1994). In a recent book on the episode, journalist Mark Bowden gives the figure as "as many as 500" and then, 23 pages later, escalates it: "conservative counts numbered 500 dead" (1999, 310, 333).

31 On the outlier status of this case, see Drezner 1999, 109.

began—that Iraq was allowed to buy material for rebuilding its agricultural sector, water supply facilities, oil fields, and once-impressive medical system.33

Despite the fact that, as noted above, there is remarkably little hostility among the American public toward the Iraqi people, this massive destruction of innocents—quite possibly, in fact, as many as in the Rwandan genocide of 1994—has mostly inspired indifference. It is difficult to account for this monumental lack of concern, but several explanations are at least conceivable.

1. The public is unaware of the damage. In a letter published in the New York Times in 1998, a man who had traveled to Iraq and had seen "hospital wards filled with dying children, Baghdad streets flooded with raw sewage, and doctors fighting diseases without adequate medicine," expressed the view that "if the news media would only broadcast the intolerable suffering I have witnessed, I am convinced a genuine debate would begin" (11 November 1998, A30) In fact, however, the news media have covered the story, albeit limitedly—on May 12, 1996, for example, CBS News' extremely popular news magazine show, "60 Minutes," broadcast an extensive report on the human damage complete with agonizing pictures of dying children and acknowledgements of reports that half a million children had died by then as a result of the sanctions (Stahl 1996). But such media coverage has not stirred interest, and stories that do not incite much response from media audiences tend not to be followed up.34

Similarly, prominent international figures like the Pope have repeatedly and passionately condemned the effects of sanctions, but this, too, has stirred little perceptible public protest—or even much notice.

2. The damage is Saddam Hussein's fault. One important goal of the sanctions is to remove Saddam Hussein from office—and therefore from life. In 1991, President George Bush authoritatively announced that the economic sanctions would be continued until "Saddam Hussein is out of there," and his deputy national security adviser declared that "Iraqis will pay the price while he remains in power" (they have, indeed). In 1997, Secretary of State Madeleine Albright stated that sanctions would not be lifted even "if Iraq complies with its obligations concerning weapons of mass destruction" (Cockburn and Cockburn 1999, 43, 263; also 98). And in 1998, the U.S. Congress passed a number of measures designed to help Iraqis overthrow Saddam, while the Clinton administration explicitly made forcing him from office a central goal. Unlike many dictators, such as Somoza, Marcos, or Batista, Saddam Hussein has no other place to go—he is reasonably safe only in office and in control in Iraq. Therefore, the rather mild-sounding notion that he should be removed from office—that he should "step aside" in Bush's words—is effectively a death sentence to him.35

Not surprisingly, Saddam has been uncooperative about allowing the sanctions to have this effect, regardless of the cost to the Iraqi people. He has also sought to rebuild his military capabilities, including, it appears, his chemical and biological arsenals: these weapons must seem to offer the best deterrent against potential invaders who appear to be obsessed with such weapons. In particular, he has been wary of any threats to his "sovereignty" and of arms inspectors and other outsiders whose activities could used to fix his whereabouts. Disclosures that the arms inspections have indeed been

---


34 On this phenomenon more generally, see Mueller 1994, 129-34, 334n9.

35 On the essential intention of the sanctions to bring down Saddam Hussein, see Melby 1998, 118, 123; Drezner 1999, 1.
used to harbor spies are unlikely to enhance his enthusiasm for having them around.  

In an important sense, therefore, the devastation is caused by Saddam’s policies, not by the sanctioners—an argument the latter often make in defense of the policy.  

If the Iraqi dictator would only do as they demand, they argue, the sanctions would be removed. In addition, the country’s leadership sometimes seems more interested in maximizing the nation’s suffering for propaganda purposes (especially with an eye toward getting the sanctions removed) than in relieving it.

In effect, however, the sanctioners are demanding that Saddam commit suicide or at least take measures which he feels will put his life at notable and further risk. Thus, while the impact of the sanctions on the Iraqi people—Saddam’s hostages, in effect—may ultimately be his fault, they are also a predictable and inevitable consequence of the sanctions policy. If they had not been instituted it seems highly likely that the country would have moved back toward the relatively prosperity—including one of the finest medical systems in the area—it enjoyed before the Gulf War. The sanctioners are essentially instructing Saddam Hussein that if he doesn't commit suicide, they will kill thousands of Iraqi children. When he refuses to comply with this request, they kill thousands, and then thousands and thousands more.

Albright, then American ambassador to the UN, insisted on a letter to CBS’ "60 Minutes" on 19 May 1996 that "The unfortunate truth is that the UN Security Council cares more about the people of Iraq than their own ruler does." This, it seems, is not saying much. And the truly "unfortunate truth" is that the people die regardless.

3. Saddam Hussein is a very bad person and the sanctions are preventing him from arming and, in particular, from developing weapons of mass destruction. The sanctions have also been designed to keep Iraq from developing weaponry—particularly weapons of mass destruction—with which it can once again threaten its neighbors. And it seems likely that without the sanctions Iraq would be somewhat better armed and further along in whatever efforts it is making to develop weapons of mass destruction, a specter that many find alarming.

The problem is that the chemical and biological weapons and the missiles Iran may be seeking to build are actually not terribly effective armaments. Moreover, in a thus-far futile effort to drive its leader from office (and therefore from life), and in a more successful effort to keep him from building up his military and WMD capabilities, economic sanctions have probably already taken the lives of more people in Iraq than have been killed by all weapons of mass destruction in all of history (Table 14). Moreover, a policy of containment and deterrence of the tyrant could probably accomplish the same ends with far less destruction of human welfare.

---

36 Since chemical and biological weapons can be made and stored in very small places, it is logical that the inspectors should have the complete run of the country at all times. For example, a Soviet biological weapons facility was successfully hidden in an ordinary apartment block: Frontline, PBS, 13 October 1998. Not surprisingly, Saddam is most notably resentful when arms inspectors have demanded visits to his presidential sites and party headquarters purportedly to discover if he had perhaps been hiding germ or gas bombs there. Moreover, the security apparatus used to conceal weapons is the same as the one used to protect Saddam. On these issues, see Tim Weiner, “U.S. Spied on Iraq Under U.N. Cover, Officials Now Say,” New York Times, 7 January 1999, p. A1; Tim Weiner, “U.S. Used U.N. Team to Place Spy Device in Iraq, Aides Say,” New York Times, 8 January 1999, p. A1; Thomas W. Lippman and Barton Gellman, “U.N. ‘Helped U.S. to Spy on Saddam’,” Guardian Weekly, 17 January 1999, p. 17; Peter J. Boyer, “Scott Ritter's Private War,” New Yorker, 9 November 1998.


38 On the effectiveness of arguments that Iraq was developing nuclear and chemical weapons as a justification for the Gulf War, see Mueller 1994, 39, 42, 118, 142-43.

39 On these issues, see Mueller and Mueller 1999; Mueller and Mueller forthcoming.
4. The sanctions will encourage the Iraqis to overthrow the regime. The sanctioners hope that their policy will encourage or help facilitate a coup, an assassination, an army revolt, a popular uprising, or a rebellion or invasion by armed dissidents. However, while such an undertaking is certainly possible, the prospects do not appear very bright, at least at present.

Saddam Hussein does not need the loyalty of major portions of the Iraqi population to remain in power. Rather it is essential for him to have the dedicated support of a relatively small band of followers and sycophants including the Special Republican Guard, the Special Security Organization, and the Martyrs of Saddam. To maintain their loyalty, he does not need to inspire love but to carry out two policies.

First, he needs to give them privileges they would lose if he were removed from office. The sanctions may make this task easier by creating artificial shortages and driving up prices for scarce commodities, demands that can be serviced only by smugglers and sanctions-busters. Insofar as Hussein can control this highly lucrative market, he can funnel the considerable benefits of such enterprises to his followers. Moreover, the system of food rationing, made necessary by the sanctions, has been used by the government to strengthen its control. As one Iraqi puts it, "I have to pledge loyalty to the party. Any sign of disobedience and my monthly card would be taken away." And key supporters are rewarded with extra rations. 40 For sanctions to be effective, it is axiomatic that they weaken, rather than strengthen, the ties of the leadership's core support group (Kirshner 1997; Drezner 1999).

Second, Saddam must instill in his supporters an awareness that if he dies, so in all probability will they. This task, crucial to his survival, does not appear to be difficult. Any forceful deposition of Saddam by Iraqis is likely to lead to a bloodbath as old scores are savagely settled. One Iraqi notes of a local official, "If there were a revolution, that guy would be chopped into a thousand pieces and thrown into the river." 41 And regime supporters are fully aware of this; as one puts it, "I know the guy across the street hates me for being in the party" and a struggle with rebels would be "very very bloody." 42

Hussein might meet his demise by being violently deposed in a coup or by assassination. There reportedly have been several such efforts since the Gulf War. 43 To evade such efforts, Hussein warily travels in road convoys of at least six identical vehicles, flies only in military helicopters and selects his landing sites at the last minute, and holes up in various residences which are surrounded by 20-foot high fences. 44 Even his senior ministers do not know where he is at any particular time (Cockburn and Cockburn 1999, 256). And his retaliation against opponents is lethal, prompt, ruthless, and often sadistic. Two conspirators were executed by having dynamite jammed into their mouths and then detonated. 45 Deserting soldiers have had their ears amputated and have been branded with X's between the eyes. And thousands of people are believed to have been "disappeared." 46

40 Richard Downes, "Saddam's men use sanctions to secure their grip," Independent (London), 12 December 1988, p. 17. See also Sharrock (note 32), UN 1999, para 27.

41 Downes (note 40).

42 He may be remembering the fate of one of Hussein's favorite poets who was caught in the 1991 uprisings. His captors dressed him in women's clothing, cut off his ears and tongue, demanded he try to recite some of his poetry, and then hacked him to death. O'Kane, "We Want Saddam Gone" (note 32).


45 O'Kane, "Another Day" (note 32). One of Hussein's sons-in-law defected together with his brother. They were persuaded to come back in January 1996 by promises of pardon and then executed within 24 hours of their return: Cockburn and Cockburn 1999, ch. 8.

46 O'Kane, "Wake of War" (note 32).
There have also been attempts by the military to depose Hussein: two in 1991, as well as a rising by a battalion of his Republican Guards in 1995.47 Saddam's wariness of a repetition is suggested by the fact that the army is not allowed to bring heavy weapons anywhere near Baghdad due to fears that regular troops might turn and use it against his government.48

A popular uprising is also possible, but that prospect appears rather slim. There were very substantial rebellions against Hussein and his government in 1991 in the wake of the Gulf War—in no less than 15 of the country’s 18 provinces. These were poorly coordinated and became associated with elements supporting Iran, and they were put down with tremendous brutality and with massive and indiscriminate executions (Cockburn and Cockburn 1999, ch. 1). The memory of this experience provides a strong disincentive to a repetition. Moreover, many observers have noted that the years of sanctions in Iraq have tended to sap the energies of the population as the quest for survival becomes paramount.

There have also been proposals for organizing an invasion by rebels, something that carries with it unsettling echoes of the Bay of Pigs. Like the 1961 effort to depose Castro, it would involve seeking to coordinate and to arm fractious opponents—probably over several years—and to provide them a base from which to attack (Byman et al., 1999; Ritter 1999, 202-3). Of course, Saddam Hussein is not without defenses in all this, and the opposition, both within the country and outside it, is splintered and infiltrated by agents.49

5. Americans are bad losers. The remarkable lack of concern may be due in part to the fact that if the Gulf War was—or came to be—about deposing Saddam Hussein, the United States could be said to have lost it. Indeed, a year after the war, fully 69 percent of the American public held the war not to have been a victory because Hussein was still in power (see Table 15 and compare Table 5; see also Mueller 1994, 78-79, 88-89). There may be some parallels with the U.S. reaction to its defeat in Vietnam. Policy makers, supported by a substantially uninterested public, punished the victorious Vietnamese Communists as much as possible for a decade and a half after the war even when those victors put a stop to genocide in neighboring Cambodia.50

6. It is painful to acknowledge a mistake of policy. Inertia also probably plays a role. It is difficult to admit a mistake, particularly when that mistake has led to deaths—in this case, deaths in massive numbers. A shift of policy would also essentially be giving in to Saddam Hussein since it would involve acknowledging that, by holding his own people hostage, he has won the war of nerves. Thus the alternative of hanging tough can have a certain appeal despite the misery and destruction of human life that may result.

47 O'Kane, "Another Day" (note 32). Risen and Crossette (note 43).

48 O'Kane, "Saddam Wields Terror" (note 44). Relatedly, government officials are often wary of journeying south of Baghdad, particularly to such hostile cities as Karbala and Najaf. Maggie O'Kane and Ian Black, "Saddam deputy escapes assassination attempt," Guardian (London), 24 November 1998, p. 2.

49 A cell of dissidents run by the Central Intelligence Agency was destroyed in September 1996 when it was betrayed by one of the Kurdish leaders, Massoud Barzani, as part of his power struggle with a rival in northern Iraq, an area that is being protected by the militaries of the sanctioning countries. Tim Weiner, "Opponents Find That Ousting Hussein Is Easier Said Than Done," New York Times, 16 November 1998, p. A10. Cockburn and Cockburn 1999, ch. 7.

50 By and large, Americans chose to remain blissfully aloof from the genocide in Cambodia. From the Communist takeover in April 1975 until the end of 1977 the three evening news televasts devoted a total of twenty-nine minutes to the cataclysm taking place there. In July 1975 the New York Times ringingly editorialized that the silence about the genocides in Cambodia "must be broken" and then ignored the issue in its editorial column for over three years. Some of the inattention may have stemmed from a deep desire in America not to know what was going on in Southeast Asia, because if the horrors there were fully appreciated, a logical proposal might have been to send American troops back to try to halt the holocaust: when such a proposal was made in 1978 by former peace candidate George McGovern, NBC television gave the story twenty seconds of coverage (Adams and Joblove 1982, 218-19, 224-25).
7. The deaths from sanctions are remote and statistical. Much of the inattention to Iraqi civilian deaths may also derive from the fact that, in contrast to deaths caused by terrorist bombs, broad economic sanctions—or more aptly economic warfare—generally kills quietly and statistically, and the severity of its effects are often unappreciated as a result. That is, deaths inflicted by sanctions are dispersed rather than concentrated, statistical rather than dramatic. If the death rate for young children rises from 3.7 to 12 percent, for example, the change is one of degree and, still, 88 percent do survive. The same phenomenon may help to explain why extremely infrequent multiple shootings in U.S. schools and workplaces lead to frenzied outrages for gun control or media censorship, while most people accept with little comment the murder of several dozen Americans per day in ones and twos.

Interestingly, if it were somehow possible to inflict the same sort of damage against the Iraqi population with abrupt armed force that the sanctions have caused more incrementally, it would probably be illegal for U.S. military officers to comply with an order to do so.

8. The deaths, after all, are only of foreigners. It is sometimes argued that the tragedies in Rwanda or Bosnia or Somalia in the 1990s were caused in part by a failure of policy by the major countries of the world. There may be something to this: in some cases deft and forceful moves by the major countries might have prevented or alleviated the murderous mayhem in those places. But, ultimately, the major countries would have been rescuing the Rwandans, Bosnians, and Somalis from themselves: at bottom the disasters were self-inflicted.

The situation in Iraq is different. The United States and its allies have not committed sins of omission or of incompetence in this case. In a (mostly failed) effort to accomplish ends they consider valid, they have consciously adopted policies that have necessarily resulted in the deaths of hundreds of thousands of completely innocent civilians—indeed, disproportionately children under the age of 5, the most innocent of innocents.

The simple central question then becomes, "Is the policy worth such costs?" That is, one might wonder, with former UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali, "whether suffering inflicted on vulnerable groups in a target country is a legitimate means of exerting pressure on political leaders whose behavior is unlikely to be affected by the plight of their subjects."51

The question is asked of policy makers all too rarely. But it has been posed at least once publicly. When asked on "60 Minutes" in 1996 whether she thought the deaths of perhaps half a million Iraqi children was "worth it," Albright, without taking issue with the death toll estimate, replied, "I think this is a very hard choice, but the price--we think the price is worth it."52 The gains from sanctions, she argued, were that they had forced Saddam Hussein to "come cleaner on some of these weapons programs than we thought before, and he has recognized Kuwait" (Stahl 1996). By 1999, as it happens, both these costly achievements had been substantially reversed: Iraq had recanted its recognition of Kuwait and, in response to U.S. and British bombing at the end of 1998, it had forced arms inspectors from the country.

Of course, the sanction deaths are of foreign innocents, and that, perhaps, makes the destruction easier to accept and to ignore.

Many commentators have noted with alarm the "strikingly abysmal indifference" Germans displayed during World War II toward the murders by their government of millions of innocent Jews (Browning 1998, 201). This indifference may have been facilitated in part by the fact that the Jews who were being killed were overwhelmingly foreigners. Indeed, German executioners were often disoriented when they came upon German Jews or Jews in areas of Poland that had been incorporated into Germany because it was more difficult to dehumanize such people (Browning 1998, 153; Browning 2000, ch. 6).

51 Quoted, O'Kane, "Wake of War" (note 32).
52 Understandably, this statement has become famous in the Arab world: Cockburn and Cockburn 1999, 263.
The situation is not comparable to the one in Iraq in many ways, of course. But there is a distinctly unpleasant resonance in the remarkable indifference Americans and others in the West have shown toward the fact that the policies of their governments have inevitably led to the deaths of massive numbers of completely innocent people. In the end, it seems, scarcely anyone cares. Or even notices.
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No one wants our nation to get into any conflicts in the future, but as in the past, our leaders might someday decide to use our armed forces in hostilities because our interests are jeopardized. I know that this is a tough question, but, if you had to make a decision about using the American military, how important would each of the following factors be to you? (Americans Talk Security) 1988 September 7-18

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Very important</th>
<th>Somewhat important</th>
<th>Not very important</th>
<th>Depends, don't now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The possibility of failure</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The cost in dollars</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of American lives that might be lost</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fact that we might break international laws or treaties with other nations</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether or not our allies and other nations will support the action</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether or not the American people will support the action</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The length of the time that we would be involved in fighting</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of civilians that might be killed in the area of combat</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether or not another major power like the Soviet Union or the Peoples Republic of China might get involved</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether or not the U.S. Congress will support the action</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Registered voters; N=1005
### Table 2

**CASES IN WHICH AMERICAN TROOPS HAVE BEEN SENT ON A NON-ADVISORY BASIS INTO A MILITARY ENVIRONMENT THAT IS ACTUALLY OR POTENTIALLY HOSTILE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of initial decision</th>
<th>Value of stakes to the public</th>
<th>Anti-anticipated battle deaths</th>
<th>Actual battle deaths</th>
<th>Potential of political opposition to exploit excessive deaths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World War II 1941</td>
<td>very high</td>
<td>10+</td>
<td>100,000s</td>
<td>292,131 modest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea 1950</td>
<td>high, but declining</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1000s-10,000s</td>
<td>33,870 substantial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon 1958</td>
<td>fairly low</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10s-100s</td>
<td>1 substantial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic 1965</td>
<td>fairly low</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10s-100s</td>
<td>27 substantial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam 1965</td>
<td>high, but declining</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10,000s</td>
<td>47,072 substantial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon 1983</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>near 0</td>
<td>266 high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenada 1983</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>low 100s</td>
<td>14 high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama 1989</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10s</td>
<td>26 very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf War 1991</td>
<td>fairly high</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>low 1000s</td>
<td>148 very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf area 1991</td>
<td>fairly high</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>near 0</td>
<td>near 0 high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macedonia 1992</td>
<td>very low</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>near 0</td>
<td>0 very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia 1992</td>
<td>minimal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>near 0</td>
<td>29 very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti 1994</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>near 0</td>
<td>0 very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia 1995</td>
<td>very low</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>near 0</td>
<td>near 0 very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosovo 1999</td>
<td>very low</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>near 0</td>
<td>0 very high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

Would you say... (ABC, ABC/Washington Post)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year-Month</th>
<th>U.S. should send more troops to Lebanon</th>
<th>Leave the number of troops about the same</th>
<th>Remove the troops that are there now</th>
<th>Don't know</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1993 Sep 22-26</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993 Oct 23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993 Oct 25</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993 Oct 26</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993 Oct 27</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993 Nov 3-7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994 Jan 3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994 Jan 4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994 Jan 12-17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994 Feb</td>
<td>U.S. troops are redeployed to ships off shore</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994 Mar 30</td>
<td>Reagan formally withdraws from peacekeeping</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4

As you may know, the United Nations Security Council has authorized the use of force against Iraq if it doesn't withdraw from Kuwait by January 15th (1991). If Iraq does not withdraw from Kuwait, should the United States go to war with Iraq to force it out of Kuwait at some point after January 15th, or not? (Washington Post)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Go to war at some point after January 15 if Iraq doesn't withdraw from Kuwait</th>
<th>Do not go to war</th>
<th>Don't know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991 Jan 11-15 *</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Asked of 1/3 of sample

As you may know, the United Nations Security Council has authorized the use of force against Iraq if it doesn't withdraw from Kuwait by January 15th (1991). Would you favor or oppose going to war with Iraq at some point after the January 15th deadline if it meant 1,000 American troops would be killed in the fighting? (Washington Post)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Favor war at some point after January 15 if it meant 1,000 American troops would be killed</th>
<th>Oppose war if 1,000 American troops would be killed</th>
<th>Don't know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991 Jan 11-15 *</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Asked of 1/3 of sample

As you may know, the United Nations Security Council has authorized the use of force against Iraq if it doesn't withdraw from Kuwait by January 15th (1991). Would you favor or oppose going to war with Iraq at some point after the January 15th deadline if it meant 10,000 American troops would be killed in the fighting? (Washington Post)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Favor war at some point after January 15 if it meant 10,000 American troops would be killed</th>
<th>Oppose war if 10,000 American troops would be killed</th>
<th>Don't know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991 Jan 11-15 *</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Asked of 1/3 of sample

Table 5

Assuming Iraq leaves Kuwait, would you consider the war with Iraq a success if 500 American troops died, or not? (IF YES) Would you consider it a success if 1,000 American troops died, or not? (IF YES) Would you consider the war with Iraq a success if 5,000 American troops died, or not? (IF YES) Would you consider the war with Iraq a success if 10,000 American troops died, or not? (IF YES) And would you consider the war with Iraq a success if 20,000 American troops died, or not? (ACCEPT 'CONSIDERS NO AMERICAN TROOPS DIED AS A SUCCESS' AS A VOLUNTEERED RESPONSE) (Los Angeles Times) 1991 Jan 17-18

Consider war with Iraq a success if Iraq leaves Kuwait and no American troops die 80%
500 American troops die 50%
1,000 American troops die 37%
5,000 American troops die 27%
10,000 American troops die 20%
20,000 American troops die 16%

Don't know 13%
Refused 7%
Table 6

Nothing the US could accomplish in Somalia is worth the death of even one more US soldier. (Time/CNN/Yankelovich) 1993 October 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Not sure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7

Do you agree or disagree with the following statements: Nothing the US could accomplish in Haiti is worth the death of even one US soldier? (Time/CNN) 1994 July 13-14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Not sure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N=600

Table 8

Suppose you knew that if the United States sent U.S. troops to Bosnia as part of an international peacekeeping force, that no/25/100/400 American soldiers would be killed. With this in mind, would you favor or oppose sending U.S. troops to Bosnia? (Gallup/CNN/U.S.A. Today)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No soldiers killed</th>
<th>25 soldiers killed</th>
<th>100 soldiers killed</th>
<th>400 soldiers killed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Favor sending troops</td>
<td>Oppose sending troops</td>
<td>Don't know</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 19-22</td>
<td>n=1229</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No soldiers killed</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 soldiers killed</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 soldiers killed</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 soldiers killed</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 19-22</td>
<td>n=1229</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No soldiers killed</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 soldiers killed</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 soldiers killed</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 soldiers killed</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 9

Do you approve or disapprove of the presence of US troops in Bosnia?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Approve</th>
<th>Disapprove</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995 Dec 6-7</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995 Dec 15-18</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996 Jan 5-7</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996 Jan 10-11</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996 May 28-29</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996 Jun 12-13</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997 Feb 5-6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997 Jun 26-29</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997 Nov 12-16</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997 Dec 18-21</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998 Jan</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998 Jan</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999 Mar 24-28</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly approve</th>
<th>Approve not strongly</th>
<th>Disapprove not strongly</th>
<th>Disapprove strongly</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995 Dec 15-18</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996 May 28-29</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10

Do you think the removal of the US Marines from Lebanon means that Ronald Reagan’s policies were a success or failure? (NBC News) 1984 March 8-11

19 Success
15 Neither (volunteered)
54 Failure
15 Not sure

Which of the following statements come closest to your opinion about sending US Marines to Lebanon? (CBS/New York Times) 1984 February 21-25

33 It was a big mistake to send them at all
45 It was a good idea at the time but it didn't work
15 We should have sent more of them to begin with
7 Not sure
Table 11
If the people of Japan (Germany) are starving after the war (at the present time), do you think the United States should

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>sell them only what food they can pay for</th>
<th>or send them food as a gift if they can't pay for it,</th>
<th>or not send them any food at all.</th>
<th>Undecided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>JAPAN:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943 Jan</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946 Mar</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GERMANY:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943 Jan</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946 Mar</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Opinion News, April 16, 1946

Table 12
Do you think the people of Iraq must share the blame for Saddam Hussein's policies in the Middle East or are they innocent of any blame for Hussein's policies? (Los Angeles Times)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>People of Iraq must share blame for Hussein's policies</th>
<th>People of Iraq are innocent of any blame for Hussein's policies</th>
<th>Don't know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991 Feb 15-17</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13
Which of these three statements comes closer to your own view? (Washington Post, ABC/Washington Post)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>The United States should be making a greater effort to avoid bombing civilian areas in Iraq</th>
<th>The United States is making enough of an effort to avoid bombing civilian areas in Iraq</th>
<th>The United States is making too much of an effort to avoid bombing civilian areas in Iraq</th>
<th>Don't know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991 Feb 8-12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991 Feb 13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991 Feb 14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1991 Feb 13 Bombing of shelter in Baghdad

1991 Feb 14
Table 14

DEATHS CAUSED, THUS FAR, BY WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>high estimate</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear weapons</td>
<td></td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>civilian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical weapons in World War I</td>
<td></td>
<td>78,390</td>
<td>military</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical weapons since World War I *</td>
<td></td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>mostly civilian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological weapons and accidents</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>mostly civilian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missiles</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>civilian and military</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Iraq by economic sanctions</td>
<td>low estimate</td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>civilian, disproportionately children under 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Excluding deaths in gas chambers.

Table 15

Saddam Hussein has withdrawn from Kuwait but remains in power in Iraq. Do you think this is a victory for the U.S. and allied forces, or not? (Gallup)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Is a victory if Saddam remains in power</th>
<th>Not a victory</th>
<th>Don't know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991 Mar 1</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991 Mar 14-15</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991 Apr 4-5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991 Apr 18-22</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992 Jul 31-Aug 2 *</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Last year, Saddam Hussein withdrew from Kuwait but he remains in power in Iraq. Do you think this was a victory for U.S. and allied forces in the Persian Gulf region, or not?

Source: Gallup Poll Monthly, August 1992, p. 34
We shouldn't think so much in international terms but concentrate more on our own national problems and building up our strength and prosperity here at home.

Do you think it will be best for the future of this country if we take an active part in world affairs, or if we stayed out of world affairs?

Since the United States is the most powerful nation in the world, we should go our own way in international matters, not worrying too much about whether other countries agree with us or not.

The United States should mind its own business internationally and let other countries get along as best they can on their own.